Aims. NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 are amongst the most active, optically visible Galactic star-forming complexes. They are composed of several H ii regions that have a significant impact on their surrounding. The aim of this paper is to present a kinematic study of the optical H ii regions that belong to NGC 6334 and NGC 6357.
Introduction
High-mass (O-or B-type) stars play a major role in the energy budget and enrichment of galaxies through the development of their H ii regions. The study of the H ii regions allows us to quantify the impact of massive stars on their environment (e.g. triggered star-formation, dispersion of the molecular surrounding material, formation of pillars). H ii regions can be found isolated or grouped into very active star-formation complexes, which makes their impact on the local interstellar medium more or less significant. Deharveng et al. (2010) and Thompson et al. (2012) show that H ii regions can display an accumulation of dense material at their edges and, sometimes, contain condensations in which subsequent star formation can occur (e.g. Brand et al. 2011) . Observations made with Herschel confirm that supernova remnant etc.) of the radio and optical H ii regions that belong to them.
General overview
A general overview of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 is presented in Fig. 1 with the H ii region catalogs of Langston et al. (2000) and Anderson et al. (2014) overlaid. The Langston et al. (2000) radio (at 8.35 GHz and 14.35 GHz) regions are mainly extended H ii regions (with a size larger than 4 ). Anderson et al. (2014) , by combining radio and mid-infrared Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) observations, produced a catalog 1 of H ii regions and candidate H ii regions down to a size of 0.2 . Several of these regions are common in both catalogs. In Table A .1, we provide the correspondance between them and we indicate if an associated Hα emission is observed on the AAO-UKST Hα image (Parker et al. 2005) .
NGC 6334 (l = 351.2
• , b = +0.7
• ) is a well studied region (as reviewed by Persi & Tapia 2008) . At SIMBA-1.2 mm (Muñoz et al. 2007) , the central part of NGC 6334 consists of a 10 pc long filament that is associated with large extinction (Russeil et al. 2010 ) and seen as a very intense molecular and dust ridge (e.g. Zernickel et al. 2012; Russeil et al. 2013) . Optically, NGC 6334 is a grouping of the well-known optical H ii regions GUM61, GUM 62, GUM 63, GUM 64, HII 351.2+0.5, and GM1-24 (Persi & Tapia 2008) . GUM 61 appears as a particular region since its optical emission (see Fig. 5 in Carral et al. 2002) follows a quite regular filamentary lattice morphology. This kind of unusual filamentary structure in a circumstellar shell has been interpreted by van Marle & Keppens (2012) as instabilities that develop when massive star stellar winds collide with the circumstellar medium.
In Fig. 1 (upper panel) the optical H ii regions have radio emission counterparts that allows us to follow their extension toward extinct area. Inversely, large radio emissions have no or a very faint Hα counterpart but they have their border clearly underlined by the 8 μm emission that traces PAH (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon) while several compact radio sources have been noted with a strong 8 μm and/or 22 μm counterpart. The molecular emission associated with NGC 6334 has a mean velocity of −4 km s −1 , which is in agreement with the mean ionized gas velocity of ∼−3 km s −1 (Caswell & Haynes 1987) . NGC 6357 (l = 353.4 • , b = +0.6
• ) is a large H ii region, which exhibitis an annular morphology in the radio and optical (e.g. Lortet et al. 1984) . The brightest H ii region (G353.2+0.9) is a sharp boundary that faces the massive open cluster Pismis 24. In addition, four distinct optical H ii regions can be noted (HII 353.42+0.45, HII 353.08+0.28, HII 353.09+0.63, and HII 353.24+0.60 ) with different morphology ( Fig. 1 , lower panel). Amid them HII 353.09+0.63 is clearly powered by the stellar cluster AH03J1725-34.4. The velocity of NGC 6357 is ∼−4 km s −1 (ionized gas, Caswell & Haynes 1987) , which is similar to the mean velocity of NGC 6334 and strongly suggests that both regions are at the same distance. We adopt a distance of 1.75 kpc (see Lima et al. 2014; Persi et al. 2008; Russeil et al. 2010) .
Observations and data

Hα data
Data cubes (x, y, λ) were obtained in 1994 with a 36 cm telescope located at ESO − La Silla Observatory, which was 1 http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/wise equipped with a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer and a photon counting camera. The interference order of the Fabry-Perot interferometer used is 2604 at Hα wavelength, which provides a spectral sampling of 5 km s −1 for a spectral range of 115 km s −1
and a typical velocity accuracy of 1 km s −1 (le Coarer et al. 1992) . The interference filter used is centred at 6562 Å, with a FWHM 11 Å.
Each data cube that was obtained has a pixel size of 9 × 9 and a field of view of 38 × 38 . The spatial coverage of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 requires six and eight fields respectively. Figures 2 and 3 show the mosaic of observed fields. The contrast of these figures has been adapted to underline the faint and diffuse emissions but a better view of the central high intensity areas can be seen in Figs. 10, 12, and 13. A complete description of the instrument, including data acquisition and reduction techniques, can be found in le Coarer et al. (1992) . Our data reduction follows the procedures described in Georgelin et al. (1994) . The night-sky lines (geocoronal Hα and OH) are modelled by the instrumental function, the nebular lines being modelled by Gaussian profiles that have been convolved with the instrumental function. The Hα line profiles are complicated. This is illustrated by Fig. 4 where the two upper panels are typical Hα profiles from diffuse ionized hydrogen. Three nebular components around −5, −19, and +9 km s −1 are required to fit the profiles (in addition to the geocoronal Hα and OH nightsky lines) with each one corresponding to a different layer of ionized hydrogen that is present along the line of sight. Generally each component exhibits a similar velocity over the observed area, which enables us to follow it quite easily despite its highly varying intensity. As an example, in Fig. 4 , the lower panel shows the profile integrated through 18 × 18 region in the central part of GUM 61. Because of the high intensity of the nebula, the profile is dominated by the nebular emissions with velocity −5 (component A), +24 (component B), and +41 km s −1 (component C), respectively. From this profile decomposition and following Rozas et al. (2006) , one can estimate an expansion velocity of about ∼23 km s −1 , which is in agreement with Johnson (1982) , who finds an expansion velocity of 18 km s −1 .
Ancillary data
We complement our Hα observations with the following public data:
SGPS and MGPS data
The Southern Galactic Plane Survey (SGPS) 2 is a survey of the 21 cm continuum and H I spectral line emission in the fourth quadrant and parts of the first and third quadrants of the disk of the Milky Way (McClure-Griffiths et al. 2005 , Haverkorn, et al. 2006 . The SGPS consists of two surveys: a low-resolution (FWHM = 15 ) survey that was completed with the Parkes 64 m radio telescope and a high-resolution (FWHM = 2 ) interferometric survey that was completed with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). The data have been combined to provide a data set that has an angular resolution of about 2 arcmin, a spectral resolution of 0.82 km s −1 , and a sensitivity limit of ∼1.6 K in the line. figure) . The image was obtained by adding λ maps over the full spectral range, flat-fielding, and then correcting for distortion. This is equivalent to a photograph obtained through a filter with a 10 Å bandwidth. The central and most intense field is surrounded by a white square, while the other fields are labelled from F1 to F5. The numbers indicated on the image give the velocities of the three components that were fitted to the profile (ranked by decreasing intensity order) at this (central) position. When the number is followed by an asterisk or a hat symbol, this means that the fitted Gaussian has a FWHM that is significantly larger or thinner than 25 km s −1 , respectively.
The Molonglo Galactic Plane Survey 3 (MGPS) is a radio continuum survey (Green et al. 1999 ) made using the Molonglo Observatory Synthesis Telescope (MOST) at 843 MHz. The resolution is 43 × 43 cosec |δ|. The typical sensitivity is 1−2 mJy/beam (1σ). The positional accuracy is 1−2 . Almost all of the unresolved or barely resolved objects are extra-galactic sources while the extended, diffuse emission is associated with 3 http://www.astrop.physics.usyd.edu.au/MGPS/ thermal complexes, discrete H ii regions, supernova remnants, and other structures in the Galactic interstellar medium.
ThrUMMS and HOPS data
ThrUMMS is a map of most of the fourth quadrant of the Galaxy with Mopra in four molecular species ( 12 CO, 13 and ∼1.5 K km s −1 sensitivity. The data-cubes that are available at longitudes l = 350
• and l = 352
• do not cover NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 because the galactic latitude ranges of the survey is from −0.5
• to +0.5
• only. However we retrieved the 12 CO datacubes 4 to determine the large-/medium-scale Galactic plane velocity components that are present along the line of sight.
The HOPS survey (Walsh et al. 2011 ) is a multi-line survey of the southern Galactic plane with Mopra observing simultaneously (with Δv = 0.34 km s −1 ) in 16 molecular species at the frequency 27.5 GHz, including the H69α line. Owing to the limited extracted the average spectrum ("on" spectrum) from these positions and the average spectrum for background areas ("off" spectrum). The background areas are at about 20 and 30 from NGC 6334 and NGC 6357, respectively (see Fig. A.1 ). The optical depth (e −τ ) spectrum is then obtained by subtracting the "off" spectrum from the "on" spectrum and dividing this by the offline continuum emission. The results are presented in Fig. 5 . We are able to extract two and four spectra (with good signal/noise), respectively, in the direction of NGC 6357 and NGC 6334. The absorption spectra allow us to identify and study the foreground layers of HI gas. From these kinds of spectra we can determine the HI column density (Strasser et al. 2007) :
where T s is the spin temperature (we assume a typical value, T s = 125 K, following Foster and MacWilliams 2006) and ΔV is the velocity channel width (0.82 km s −1 ). The visual extinction is derived by assuming the dust to gas ratio: N HI /A V = 1.5 × 10 21 cm −2 mag −1 (Bohlin et al. 1978) . For NGC 6357 the absorption spectra are very complicated and very broad below +10 km s −1 while distinct features around −10 km s −1 , +14 km s −1 (+12 km s −1 and +16 km s −1 in spectrum 1 and 2, respectively), and +5 km s −1 (+4 km s −1 and +6 km s −1 in spectrum 1 and 2, respectively) can be noted. We find a total N HI ∼ 9.9 × 10 21 cm −2 (A V ∼ 6.6 mag) for NGC 6357. Radhakrishnan et al. (1972) also noted the presence of a +6 km s −1 feature, which they attributed to a cold cloud in the foreground. They emphasised that this cloud covers an area of many square degrees since this +6 km s −1 feature is also observed in the direction of several dozens of sources that are situated, in projection, close to the galactic centre.
For NGC 6334 the absorption spectra show a clear feature around -4 km s −1 , which is in agreement with its systemic velocity. The column density of this layer is N HI ∼ 4.1 × 10 21 cm −2 (A V ∼ 2.7 mag). Features are noted also around +6 and +9 km s −1 that can be attributed to the foreground cloud noted by Radhakrishnan et al. (1972) . These foreground layers exhibit N HI ∼ 2.3 × 10 21 cm −2 (A V ∼ 1.5 mag). Two other foreground components can be noted around −8.5 and −15 to −18 km s −1 , accounting for A V ∼ 0.4 each. However, we note that some features are only seen toward some of the pointings, which suggests that the extinction is patchy in the foreground of NGC 6334. The total extinction deduced for NGC 6334 is A V ∼ 5.1.
These A V values are in agreement with the ones established from OB stars photometry (Russeil et al. 2010 ): 4.3 mag and 5.9 mag, respectively, for NGC 6334 and NGC 6357. 
Nature of the radio regions
We want to determine the nature of the ionized gas regions that belong to NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 star-forming complexes. First, we follow Cohen et al. (2007) to characterise the nature of the radio sources. Because supernova remnants show deficit of PAHs, they have low 8 μm emission when compared to H ii regions. Cohen et al. (2007) determine an empirical 8.0 μm/843 MHz ratio of 0.14 for SNRs while this ratio is in general higher than 12 for H ii regions (median values are between 20 and 60 depending on the H ii regions type). Figure 6 shows this ratio for the radio sources in NGC 6334 and NGC 6357. They all have ratios larger than six. A ratio lower than 12 is found here for only three regions: GUM 61 (which is a very particular region as discussed in the next sections) and two compact sources in NGC 6357, which are located in the direction of pillars (as seen on 8.0 μm image). While sources in NGC 6357 do not exhibit a particularly large ratio, few sources with a ratio higher than 60 are found in NGC6334 and GM1-24, the region G351.41+0.64 (well known as the ultracompact H ii region NGC 6334-I), which exhibits the largest value (Fig. 6) . Cohen et al. (2007) interpret these extreme values as the result of optical thickness in the radio wavelength or being due to the fact that the region's exciting star(s) is strongly embedded in dust. The second explanation is favoured as Tapia et al. (1996) who observed a very young embedded massive star cluster in NGC 6334-I.
In other words, to determine if ionized gas emission is thermal (H ii region) or synchrotron (e.g. supernovae remanent), we evaluate the spectral index following Reich and Reich (1988) . We construct spectral index maps (Fig. 7 ) using radio continuum emission at two wavelengths: the 843 MHz MOST image and 1.38 GHz SGPS. After alignment, the 843 MHz map is convolved and resampled to the same resolution and pixel size as the 1.38 GHz map. Both maps are converted from Jy/beam to temperature scale. Because the absolute zero level of each involved image is not known, we determine the relative offset following Reich and Reich (1988) to compute a reliable spectral index map. We chose to scale the 843 MHz map to the 1.38 GHz one. The spectral index is then calculated from:
where ν 1 = 1.38 GHz, ν 2 = 843 MHz, and α is the spectral index of the flux density (S ν ∝ ν α ). For non-thermal emission, α is expected to be negative (α < −0.1) while for thermal emission, α is expected to be −0.1 (if optically thin) or larger (if optically thick). We evaluate a typical spectral index error Δα ∼ 0.2 from the intrinsic uncertainties of the radio map and the uncertainty on the offset. In addition, we have to bear in mind that some of the larger scale flux has implicitly been filtered out.
In addition to SNR, non-thermal extended radio emission was observed towards star-forming complexes and, at smaller scale, towards Wolf-Rayet nebulae. For example, non-thermal emission was observed in W43 and attributed to the winds from luminous stellar objects which, accelerating relativistic electrons, produce synchrotron emission (Luque-Escamilla et al. 2011) . A negative spectral index was also observed towards the Wolf-Rayet nebula WR 21a and interpreted as being due to a colliding-wind process (Benaglia et al. 2005) . Finally, unresolved collimated thermal ionized jets are expected to exhibit a spectral index between 2 and −0.1 (Reynolds, 1986) .
For both regions we note that the spectral index changes from place to place, which is indicative of varying physical conditions. In NGC 6357 (Fig. 7 , lower panel), non-thermal emission is found in the filamentary structures that faceing the cluster Pismis 24 and the region H ii 353.09+0.63 which has been excited by the cluster AH03J1725-34.4.
In the NGC 6334 ( Fig. 7 , upper panel), the extended feature seen around l = 351.69
• , b = +0.92
• corresponds to the wellknown supernova remnant SNR351.7+0.8 (Green et al. 2006) , which is located well behind NGC 6334 (Tian et al. 2007) .
Considering the optical H ii regions, which are expected to be evolved H ii regions, we note that all, except GUM61, have a positive mean spectral index, which suggests more or less optically thick thermal continuum emission. GM1-24 exhibits patches of emission with a negative index at the location of the radio source G350.50+0.9. A particular region is GUM 61. Its spectral index suggests a non-thermal emission as already noted by Carral et al. (2002) .
Embedded in the NGC 6334 dust ridge, five compact radio sources also exhibit a negative spectral index (this kind of negative spectral index has been also observed recently by Rodriguez et al. 2014 for the radio source NGC 6334A) but their 8.0 μm/843 MHz ratio suggests that a supernova remnant nature is unlikely. Because the ridge is clearly a star-forming region (e.g. Carral et al. 2002; Russeil et al. 2010) , their non-thermal emission could be attributed to shocks that were induced by outflows and/or winds.
Hα Kinematics of the regions
General aspects
For NGC 6357 the kinematics of the molecular gas spans between −10 and +2.5 km s −1 (Cappa et al. 2011 ) with a main velocity at −4 km s −1 (Massi et al. 1997) while, for NGC 6334, this is between −13 and +3 km s −1 with a main velocity at −4 km s −1 (Kraemer & Jackson, 1999) . In the direction of NGC 6334, CO surveys (Dame et al. 1987 , Robinson et al. 1988 Kraemer & Jackson 1999) show, in addition to the velocity of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357, components at V lsr ∼ −25, −40 and −125 km s −1 , respectively. Because these components are not seen in HI absorption spectra (see Sect. 4.1) they can be attributed to background layers. From CO longitude-velocity plots (Bitran et al. 1997 • to b = +0.5
• . We note a narrow-line component around +6 km s −1 , a broad-line component around −20 km s −1 (more intense at low/negative latitudes) and several broad features with velocity that is more negative than −40 km s −1 . In addition, a component at −5 km s −1 , for l = 350 • −351.9 • ) can be clearly associated with NGC 6334. For l = 352
• −354 • , two peaks around
, respectively, are noted. The last one can be associated with NGC 6357, while the former one is a different emission along the line of sight as a result of its latitude extension.
Optical dark clouds (Otrupcek et al. 2000) , in the longitude range between NGC 6334 and NGC 6357, are found with velocity ∼+6.2 km s −1 with quite constant intensity (T * A ∼ 9.4 K) and narrow width (FWHM ∼ 1.3 km s −1 ). Such quiescent clouds, observed up to b = 4.4
• , belong to a foreground molecular layer. Dark clouds with velocities around −20 km s −1 (FWHM between 3.1 km s −1 and 8.6 km s −1 ) and with velocities between −4.2 and 0.4 km s −1 (FWHM ∼ 2 km s −1 to 8.6 km s −1 ) are also found in directions pointing close to NGC 6334 and NGC 6357.
Foreground clouds are also detected in several molecular species towards NGC 6334I (e.g. Zernickel et al. 2012) Emprechtinger et al. (2013) interpret the +0 km s −1 as a component that most likely originates in the local environment of NGC 6334-I, associating the other features with foreground clouds. The OH absorption feature at +6 km s −1 is also reported towards several NGC 6334 cores (Brooks & Whiteoak 2001 ) and on the line of sight of the pulsar PSR B1718-35, which is located to the east of NGC 6334 (Minter 2008) . The HI data (Sect. 4.1) also confirm that the gas layer around +6 km s −1 is foreground.
The above results can be summarised as follows:
1. The ∼+6 km s −1 velocity component is a foreground extended layer of gas that is not related to NGC 6334 and NGC 6357. 2. The origin of the diffuse component around −20 km s −1 is not clear, but it probably originates from the galactic plane. 3. Velocity components around and more negative than −40 km s −1 are due to background emissions. 4. Velocities between −11 km s −1 and 0 km s −1 trace the NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 complex. When seen in absorbtion, they trace clouds that reside in the local environment of the regions.
In the following, we aim to determine the kinematics using the Hα data cubes, but we have to bear in mind that the galactic longitude of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 makes the analysis difficult. This is because, as a result of the galactic longitude of the regions (near the galactic center direction), the typical internal velocities (∼±6 km s −1 around the systemic velocity) and systemic velocities (∼−4 to −9 km s −1 ) have similar values. In addition, in Hα, the local component, located around 200 pc (see, e.g. Russeil et al. 2005) , is expected to have a velocity of −5 km s −1 , which is also similar to the mean velocity of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357, which are located farther away.
To understand the kinematics of the H ii regions we use, three approaches to analyse the Hα data in the following sections:
1. To increase the S/N, the first approach consists of extracting and decomposing the Hα profiles in area delimitating conspicuous structures (see Sect. 5.2). The velocity of the three components is indicated in Figs. 2 and 3, while their FWHM is forced on 25 km s −1 except in a few positions where a larger/narrower Gaussian is required. 2. Towards the central zone of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357, the intensity is high and the velocity field is very complicated. For these zones, we adopt a second approach (see Sect. 5.3) to determine the velocity field, which is to extract and decompose the profiles through a regular grid (45 × 45 cells). The decomposition was led with an automatic process that consists of the χ 2 minimizing, using the routine "Minuit" (Nelder & Mead 1965) . We impose and fit the profiles with 3 nebular (Gaussian) components. We then produce a velocity field and FWHM maps from this automatic profile decomposition (Figs. 8 and 9 ). 3. The third approach consists of studying the velocity dispersion (σ) versus intensity plots (see Sect. 5.4). In addition to the central field, the automatic fitting is applied to fields F5 and F4 of NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 (Figs. 2 and 3) . To arrive at an adequate S/N in these fields, we extracted the profiles throught a regular grid of 11 × 11 pixels (99 × 99 cells). The galactic coordinates are also indicated. NGC 6334 intensity (panels B1), C1), and D1)), velocities (panels B2), C2), and D2)) and FWHM (panels B3), C3), and D3)) maps of the three components. Intensity is in arbitrary units while velocities and FWHMs are in km s −1 .
General Hα analysis
NGC 6334
The first step to analyse the kinematics of the region is to determine the number and the kinematics of the diffuse emissions that are present along the line of sight. Figure 2 shows the Hα emission with a high contrast to highlight the faint diffuse emissions. The Hα profiles from the diffuse emission that surrounds the main region (Fig. 2 , fields F1 to F5) are decomposed into three components (of mean velocity −6 km s −1 , −20 km s −1 , and +8 km s −1 ) which are indicated (sorted by decreasing intensity) at the position of the features. Generally, we note that the positive velocity component, which is the faintest one most of the time, is also not systematically required to perform the fit, suggesting it is inhomogeneously distributed.
Field F1: This field, which shows no structured features, is ideal for identifying the different diffuse emission layers present along the line of sight. The decomposition of profiles (illustrated in Fig. 4, upper panel) gives the three components at the mean velocities of −5 km s −1 , −19 km s −1 and +8 km s −1 , and with a quite constant intensity throughout the field. The most intense is the −5 km s −1 component with a typical intensity of 3.5 and 7 times larger than the −19 km s −1 and +8 km s −1 components. 
Fields F4 and F5:
The field F4 covers the western border of the extented H ii region GUM 63. The Hα intensity is high and dominated by the emission of the H ii region with a mean velocity of −10 km s −1 . The field F5 covers the H ii region GM1-24, for which we can determine a systemic Hα velocity of −9 km s −1 , as well as a strong extinction area. Several positions exhibit smaller (FHWM = 20 km s −1 ) Hα line width. They correspond to GM1-24 edges and several positions along the northern edges of the strong extinction area. This type of narrow line can underline a strong interaction between the ionized and molecular gas at these positions. Indeed, Westmoquette et al. (2013) show that narrow Hα lines are found toward pillars and seem to originate from gas near to (deeper, denser) neutral/molecular layers that is just being ionized. This interpretation is in agreement with the location of the compact source G350.615+0.832 at the GM1-24 edge in this type of narrow Hα line area.
According to Sect. 5.1, the +8 km s −1 and the −25 km s
Hα emission can be attributed to foreground and background layers, respectively, while the −6 km s −1 is the diffuse emission belonging to the same layer as NGC 6334.
NGC 6357
We follow the same approach as for NGC 6334 to analyse the diffuse emission Hα profiles. Figure 3 shows the Hα emission with a high contrast to highlight the faint diffuse emissions and the components' velocities are indicated (sorted by decreasing intensity) at the position of the features. Generally, we note that the kinematics of NGC 6357 are clearly more complicated than for NGC 6334, as also suggested by its strong filamentary morphology (as seen in Hα). In addition, Cappa et al. (2011) identified several molecular clouds in the direction of NGC 6357 with velocities of between −12.5 and +2.5 km s −1 . In particular we notice their shell A and cloud C with a velocity of between −7.5 and +2.5 km s −1 .
Field F1:
We start the analysis with this field because it is the farthest from NGC 6357 itself and it only shows diffuse features. Three components with mean velocities +3 km s −1 , −21 km s −1 , and +11 km s −1 are observed. With the most intense features in this field being at +3 km s −1 , it is difficult to know if they are related to the +6 km s −1 foreground layer, to an other gas layer, or to NGC 6357. We favour the second explanation since the morphology of these emissions is very different to the ones observed towards NGC 6357. The +11 km s −1 is encountered in other fields in better agreement with the larger scale +6 km s −1 foreground layer, and Cappa et al. (2011) (Fig. 3) represents only 5% intensity of the −5 km s −1 one. In Hα, the region H ii 353.08+0.28 appears as a bright Hα rim, on its west side, and a fainter more diffuse emission on the east side (Fig. 13) . A large portion of the region, as seen in radio (Fig. A.3) , is not optically visible because of extinction. Thanks to the H69α, line we can follow its kinematics in the faded parts and note that the Hα and H69α velocities are in agreement and give a systemic velocity of −3 km s −1 .
Field F5: Three diffuse components around −2 km s −1 , −16 km s −1 , and +8.5 km s −1 are observed in this field. They are mainly diffuse components. The +8.5 km s −1 is present only in the northern part of the field.
Field F6: In this field, corresponding to the eastern edge of NGC 6357, filamentary and patchy structures are noted with a strong velocity mixing: some filaments and patches are at ∼8 km s −1 , while others are around −22 and −14 km s −1 . This suggests that this area is kinematically complex and could be the most impacted by the large energy that is issued from the central parts. In Fields F6 and F7, some profiles have very large FWHM (30 to 35 km s −1 ) and in a few places, up to four components are required to perform the fit with, for some of them, extreme (∼−43 km s −1 ) velocities. The velocity-mixing of the filaments and patches in fields F6 and F7 suggests a 3D geometry and strong Hα profiles asymmetry.
Central zone kinematics
For this analysis, we follow Rozas et al. (2006) who observe that the Hα profile from extra-galactic H ii regions usually needs to be decomposed with three Gaussian components: a bright, central component and two roughly symmetric fainter components (also considered as line wings), displaced to higher (absolute) velocities. They interpret the main emission component as coming from the bulk of the H ii region while the wings are attributed to an expanding shell. The expansion velocity of the regions is then defined as the mean velocity of the wings with respect to the central kinematic component. Here, because we observed the larger scale diffuse Hα emission, we suppose that the most intense component traces the main gas motion, while the other two are either diffuse layers, when observed apart from H ii region, or tracing the line wings, when observed in the direction of the individual H ii regions.
NGC 6334
The automatic fitting process, applied to the central zone, allows us to analyse the kinematics (Fig. 8) of the regions GUM63, GUM64b, GUM61, and H ii 351.2+0.5. Fig. 8B2 a clear velocity gradient from −5 km s −1 to −11 km s −1 (orientated North-West to South-East), is clearly visible for GUM64b. This behaviour is typical of gas flow for a region in its "champagne" phase (Tenorio-Tagle 1979; Bodenheimer et al. 1979) . The morphology of the flow suggests that its ionizing star(s) is/are located near or in the molecular cloud ridge.
GUM64b: In
GUM61: Figure 8B3 shows a quite constant FWHM throughout all the fields except towards GUM61 where the FWHM is larger, changing from FWHM = 29.5 km s −1 at l, b = 351.007
• , +0.651
• (defining the kinematic centre position) to FWHM = 25 km s −1 on the edges. In Fig. 8B2 , a systemic velocity of −9 km s −1 can be deduced. In Fig. 8C2 , the second component shows a velocity gradient from 6 to 10 km s −1 , which is associated (panel C3) with a small but noticeable FWHM increase (from the north-east to the south-west). This suggests that in addition to the global expansion there is a flow motion in the opened direction of the nebula. The component at −22 km s −1 (Fig. 8D2) shows no significant velocity variation. Towards the optical centre, the automatic fitting process gives a different profile decomposition from the one given in Fig. 4 , but the deduced expansion velocity is similar.
In summary, GUM 61 is a bubble in expansion but with a kinematic centre that is different from the optical emission centre (for which the exciting stars were supposed to be the HD319703 binary). This kinematic centre is in better agreement with the geometric centre of the region as seen in radio and Herschel 70 μm emission (Russeil et al. 2013 ), which are not sensitive to the extinction (Fig. A.4) . In addition GUM61 is catalogued by Churchwell et al. (2007) as the "broken ring" CS94 (radius 5.26 and shell thickness 0.91 ), whose centre is in agreement with our kinematic centre. From Fig. 8B1 , H ii 351.2+0.5 is the brightest H ii region. This exhibits (Fig. 8B2 and B3 ) a main component with a constant FWHM (23.5 km s −1 ) and a velocity between −8.5 km s −1 and −13 km s −1 (east edge) in agreement with the radio line velocities (Fig. A.3 ). However, from Fig. 8B2 one can kinematically distinguish the central zone (∼−9 km s −1 ) from the east (∼−13 km s −1 ) and west (∼−10 km s −1 ) sides. This small but noticeable velocity difference could be due to the fact that H ii 351.2+0.5 can be divided into two H ii regions, seen from WISE 22 μm (Fig. A.4 ) emission corresponding to each of these two sides. Hot stars are identified towards these two H ii regions: HD156738 (O6III((f)), Sota et al. 2014 ) and ALS 4095 (B1e, from Neckel 1978) . The eastern region is the largest one. It corresponds to the brightest part of H ii 351.2+0.5 in Fig. 8C1 and D1 and to a velocity decomposition of −13 km s −1 (in Fig. 8B2 ) and −19 km s −1 (in Fig. 8D2 ). This location is also detected in H69α (Fig. A.3) suggesting that it is a dense area. On the Spitzer-8 μm image, it corresponds to a zone located between a bright rim and the small (R eff = 0.66 ) infrared bubble CS90 (Churchwell et al. 2007 ) within H ii 351.2+0.5. The binary star HD156738 (Sana et al. 2014 ) is centred in CS 90 and could have formed this bubble. The second H ii region is also identified as an infrared bubble (MWP1G351131+005267, R eff = 1.47 ) by Simpson et al. (2012) centered on ALS 4095. However the size of these bubbles is small compared to the full ionized gas extension of H ii 351.2+0.5 (R eff ∼ 5.6 ), which suggests they could be evolving inside a previously ionized region. We can estimate a rough and global expansion velocity of 10 km s −1 for H ii 351.2+0.5 in agreement with Johnson (1982) who gives an upper limit expansion velocity of 6 km s −1 . GUM63/GUM64c: Defined here as the 34 arcmin size extended emission north-west to the ridge, its kinematics is difficult to interpret. The Fig. 8B2 shows velocities between −5 km s −1 and −9 km s −1 and all the filaments have a velocity of around −8 km s −1 . The −5 km s −1 velocity is found around l, b = 351.239
H II 351.2+0.5:
• , +0.832
• (17h19m38s, −35
• 49 19 ) a location corresponding to an infrared dark cloud (Dutra and Bica 2002) . The fact that no extinction is noted in Hα suggests that the ionized gas is either at the front of the dark cloud or that the dark cloud could be a cavity that is filled by ionized gas (we note no structured emission toward the dark cloud from WISE-22 μm to Herschel-500 μm emission). However, no organised motion, like expansion or flow, can be detected for the GUM63/GUM64c area.
NGC 6357
The automatic fitting procedure applied to the central zone in Fig. 9 embables us to analyse the kinematics of the ionized gas in directions around Pismis 24 and the regions H ii 353.09+0.63 and H ii 353.24+0.60. Fig. 9B2 , the well-known stellar cluster, Pismis 24 is located within a −2 km s −1 ionized gas patch surrounded by a semi-ring like velocity feature at −8 km s −1 (panel B2). This feature corresponds spatially to the CO shell A and cloud C of Cappa et al. (2011) detected between −7.5 and +2.5 km s −1 . The velocity and spatial agreement between the ionized and CO gas underlines their interaction. In Fig. 9B3 , the west side of NGC 6357 exhibits narrower FWHM, which spatially corresponds to the brightest part of shell A (Cappa et al. 2011 ). This suggests a strong interaction between the ionized and molecular gas at this position. The Hα brightest part of NGC 6357 is the region around l, b = 353.184
The ionized gas around Pismis 24: In panel
• , +0.896
• (17h24m45.8s −34
• 11 04.1 ) facing Pismis 24 where pillars are observed (e.g. Bohigas et al.2004 ). This position is clearly visible in the three components with velocities around −3 km s −1 , +11 km s −1 , and −28 km s −1 respectively. These velocities match the higher spatial resolution Hα observations of the pillar by Westmoquette et al. (2012) but they could more closely trace the velocity of the small blister region that is located about 20 north of the pillar. In this way, the region would present internal motion of about 19 km s −1 . H II 353.09+0.63: This region exhibits (Fig. 9B2 ) a central velocity of −3 km s −1 while its west and east edges are at −7 km s −1 , which could indicate the interaction of this H ii region with two adjacent molecular clouds, as seen in • , 0.57 • ) offset respectively to the brightest Hα emission, which is in better agreement with the CS61 IR-bubble centre (Churchwell et al. 2007 ). This could be due to extinction, since from the radio continuum map this region shows a different morphology (ring-like) from its very patchy Hα aspect. Given the fact that the second (+10 km s −1 ) Hα component has significant intensity only (panel C1), we determine a minimal expansion/gas flow velocity of about 10 km s −1 .
Optical H II regions velocity dispersion
Non-thermal motions in H ii regions are due either to turbulence or large-scale velocity gradients. Such velocity gradients in H ii regions are usually associated with the "champagne" effect or the expanding shell that is attributed to strong stellar winds. Another approach for studying the kinematics of ionised gas is to use the velocity dispersion (σ) versus intensity plot (Iσ plot) as a diagnostic of the evolution status and the nature of the regions (Muñoz-Tuñón et al. 1996) .
In these Iσ plots, so far performed for extragalactic H ii regions complexes, Muñoz-Tuñón et al. (1996) and Moiseev and Lozinskaya (2012) show that the low density turbulent ISM appears as a low intensity vertical band, while the shell-like structures (as SNR and WR) can be distinguished as narrow inclined vertical bands (the younger the shell, the longer the strip) and H ii regions are expected to draw horizontal features (see Townsley 1988 ) and for the thermal width σ ther linked to the temperature of the region (T = 6500 K and 6100 K for NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 respectively, taken from Schraml & Mezger 1969) . For each field, we divide the plot into a high and low dispersion regime when σ is respectively larger and smaller than σ m (where σ m is the intensity-weighted dispersion), and into high and low intensity emission when the flux is respectively larger and lower than the mean flux value in the field (see the color coding in Figs. 10 to 13). Till now, the velocity dispersion of H ii regions has been studied in extra-galactic H ii regions or H ii regions complexes (e.g. Lagrois et al. 2011; Rozas et al. 2006; Relaño et al. 2005 ) by probing their kinematics at a scale of several tens to several hundreds of parsecs. This is the first time that this approach has been applied to galactic H ii regions. For extra-galactic H ii regions, the mean σ is 10−50 km s −1 (Arsenault et al. 1988 , Moiseev & Lozinskaya 2012 Rozas et al. 2006; Blasco-Herrara et al. 2010) .
In Figures 10 to 13 , we note that the majority of the positions have σ less than the typical sound speed expected for ionized gas (∼10 km s −1 ). We can estimate that 3% to 34% of the profiles exhibit σ > 10 km s −1 , while for the diffuse emission (Figs. A.8 to A.11) this is between 25% and 70% (with a mean value of 50%). The central part of NGC 6357 (Fig. 12 ) appears as the most turbulent area. In Figs. A.8 to A.11, which is traced for pure diffuse components (belonging to gas layers present along the line of sight), and the part of the fields covering the surroundings of the H ii regions in Figs. 10 and 11, we confirm that the vertical distribution at low intensity is attributed to the diffuse emission and that σ reaches maximum values in such diffuse medium, which is similar to extra-galactic studies.
GUM61 and H ii 353.09+0.63 (Figs. 10 and 12 ) exhibit vertical features that confirm that they are shell-like regions. Inversely (Figs. 10 and 13 gions. In addition, we note that the points corresponding to H ii 351.2+0.5 (Fig. 10) are, in general, below the GUM64b Table 1 ) the one-standard deviation of the centroid distribution σ vel of the main Hα component (which quantifies the velocity variation on the plane of the sky) with the non-thermal velocity dispersion, σ, issued from the line width. Lagrois et al. (2011) plotted σ vel versus σ for models (for different inclination angles) of H ii regions with champagne flow only or with champagne flow perturbed by an expanding wind-blown bubble. We clearly see (Fig. 14) that GUM61 is strongly wind-dominated. However, by comparing Hα and radio emission, we note that H ii 353.08+0.28, H ii 353.24+0.60, and GUM61 are affected by extinction, which suggests we cannot follow the velocity variation on the full sky extension of the H ii region. As a result, their σ vel may have been underestimated. Assuming a 100% underestimation of σ vel , we can conclude that H ii 353.08+0.28 could also be a wind-dominated H ii region.
Discussion
From our previous analysis we suggest that optical H ii regions impact the local ISM differently. In NGC 6334, we saw that GUM 61 is probably an expanding wind-driven shell H ii region, GUM 64b is an H ii region in "champagne" phase, and H ii 351.2+0.5 is the grouping of two H ii regions. In NGC 6357, the four well-defined H ii regions can be listed: H ii 353.42+0.45 is a centrally peaked H ii region (associated with a run-away star), H ii 353.08+0.28 and H ii 353.09+0.63 (which are probably wind-dominated H ii regions), and H ii 353.24+0.60 (which exhibits a very patchy morphology in Hα). H ii 353.09+0.63 is powered by the cluster AH03J1725-34.4, while H ii 353.08+0.28 seems to be powered by a single source (Townsley et al. 2014) . In Table 1 , we summarise the properties of the radio sources (from MGPS and SGPS surveys) and the optical H ii regions located in NGC 6334 and NGC 6357. Some radio sources correspond to optical H ii regions but, because of extinction, the coordinates of the optical H ii regions can be offset from the radio ones. For every source, we give the size, systemic velocity, mean spectral index, and expansion/internal motion velocity from Hα and SGPS radio data cubes. To characterise the optical H ii regions, we also used the Spitzer/GLIMPSE 8 μm images to note the photo-dissociation region (PDR) morphology that surrounds them. In Fig. A.7 , we give an overview of the stellar cluster distribution in NGC 6334 and NGC 6357, compiled by Morales et al. (2013) .
Because optical H ii regions are the most evolved objects in these fields, we expect them to be the main shaping agent of the surrounding interstellar medium. Consequently, H ii regions allow us to follow larger scale and older star-formation history than is probed with young stellar objects census (e.g. Willis et al. 2013; Fang et al. 2012 and Povich et al. 2013) .
NGC 6334: In this part, we will refer to the region position (Fig. 1) in the Galactic coordinate system. The east and west sides of the ridge will be relative to the longitude ranges l = 351.45
• −352.2 • and l = 350 • −351 • , respectively. The structure of NGC 6334 is dominated by a well-defined molecular ridge (e.g. Russeil et al. 2013) , where the most recent and most active star-formation is located, as traced by compact radio sources and young stellar clusters. The ridge is globally parallel to the Galactic plane, but at a mean latitude b = 0.6
• . Most of the optical H ii regions are located around this ridge. However, on a larger scale we note differences between the east and west sides of the ridge. The "west side" exhibits ( Fig. 1 ) both large and compact H ii regions, as well as several thin dust/gas filaments, as defined from Herschel data in Russeil et al. (2013) . Identified in radio, several of these large H ii regions show a faint Hα counterpart.
Part of G350.710+0.642 can be observed in Hα, while it traces a large cavity at 8 μm, which is partly filled with WISE-22 μm emission. This cavity joins GUM 61 on its "open" side and could be impacted by its expansion.
G350.239+0.654 is also observed in Hα as a faint round (radius of ∼6.3 arcmin) H ii region. At its centre there is the star LSS 4034 (Neckel 1978) , whose photometric information (Reed 1998) suggests it is a B0.5 V/IV star with a distance of between 1.23 and 1.78 kpc. Small dark filaments can be seen in front of it at 8 μm, suggesting it is probably also linked to the NGC 6334 complex. GM 1-24 appears in Hα as a north-east to south-west elongated emission made up of two diffuse bright emissions that are located on each side of the radio source G350.50+0.95 and its neighbour H ii region G350.482+00.951. At 8 μm, each of these parts shows a half-ring structure that is open perpendicularly to the galactic plane, which suggests that they are two different regions that correspond to the radio regions G350.617+0.983 and G350.401+1.037, respectively. The north-east Hα emission can be associated with the cluster [DBS2003]123. Both, the radio source G350.50+0.95 and the H ii region G350.482+00.951 are visible in Hα as a very compact region at velocity −10.2 km s −1 and −9.2 km s −1 , respectively, and can be associated with the clusters [DBS2003]122 and [DBS2003]121 (Morales et al. 2013) , respectively. Classified by Morales et al. (2013) as a deeply embedded cluster, partially embedded cluster, and emerging-exposed cluster for [DBS2003]122, [DBS2003]121 (1.5 Myr old) ,and [DBS2003]123 (2.5 Myr old), respectively, they underscore the age gradient in this part of GM1-24. From this point of view, the formation of G350.50+0.95 may have been triggered by the interaction of these two regions.
A suggestion of triggered star-formation can also be detected on the "west side" area because compact H ii regions are preferentially located at the edge and/or at the intersection of larger radio H ii regions. This is the case for G350.870+0.762 and G350.889+0.728, which are found at the intersection between GUM 61 and G350.710+0.642, G350.675+0.832 (which is located at the G350.710+0.642 − G350.617+0.983 intersection) and G351.153+0.622 (a WISE compact source that is associated with a compact Hα emission for which we can determine a Hα velocity of −9.7 km s −1 ) at the GUM 61 − HII 351.2+0.5 − NGC 6334-V intersection.
The "east side" corresponds to a cold, rather thick gas filament, as defined using Herschel data in Russeil et al. (2013) , a group of H ii regions (between l = 351.65
• and 351.76
• ) and a string of small H ii regions seen at 8 μm and 22 μm (Fig. 1) .
A135, page 15 of 26 A&A 587, A135 (2016) Close to the ridge, we first note two small Hα H ii regions (G351.462+0.556 and G351.479+0.644) with an Hα velocity of −7 km s −1 and -8 km s −1 , respectively. They exhibit a bow-shock morphology at 70 μm (see Fig. A .5) which is similar to the bowshock features listed by Gvaramadze et al. (2011) , suggesting that they could be run-away stars coming from NGC 6334.
At ∼0.3
• from the ridge edge, we note a group of H ii regions: G351.69+0.67, G351.68+0.61, and G351.65+0.51 and G351.766+0.492. All of them have a WISE-22 μm counterpart and are catalogued as infrared bubbles by Simpson et al. (2012) . Except G351.69+0.67, all exhibit Hα counterparts and, inversely, only G351.766+0.492 is radio-quiet. At 8 μm, G351.69+0.67 is strong and has a broken bubble-like morphology, while G351.68+0.61 is a more compact radio source that probably formed at its edge. G351.65+0.51 is considered by Gvaramadze et al. (2011) as a bow-shock feature due to a runaway O8/BO III/V star that is from the cluster AH03J1726-34.4
in NGC 6357. However this group of H ii regions (Fig. A.6) can be considered as an independant star-forming region since it is located along a large IR bubble (MWP1G351660+005114, Simpson et al. 2012 ) whose shape is underscored by a high column density feature. The radio region G351.65+0.51 itself shows a stratified dust emission with a faint PDR (traced by the 8μm emission) and an off-centred strong WISE-22 μm in spatial agreement with the Hα emission and an arc-like column-density feature.
Further away from the ridge, a string of small H ii regions (G352.132+00.663, G352.060+00.636, G351.922+00.638), which can only be seen at 8 μm and 22 μm, is noted along the filament. All of them have IRAS colours, which suggests that they are probably UCHII regions (Wood & Churchwell 1989 ), but only G352.132+00.663 exhibits radio emission. They are catalogued as NIR-bubbles by Churchwell et al. (2009) and Simpson et al. (2012) , but when not seen in Hα, they are certainly still strongly embedded. The presence of these H ii regions suggests that massive star formation has already started along this cold gas/dust filament. Finally, at about 0.33
• to the north of the ridge (at b ∼ +1
• ), there are G351.261+1.016 and G351.359+1.014. The region G351.261+1.016 exhibits a small but clear Hα counterpart (with velocity −11 km s −1 ) while G351.359+1.014, bathed in the more diffuse Hα emission, is identified in radio by Langston et al. (2000) . Both regions are located inside the medium scale Hα emission attributed to GUM 63. Morales et al. (2013) identify an emerging exposed cluster ([DBS2003]99) towards G351.261+1.016 that is associated with the IR-bubble CS87.
NGC 6357: The morphology of NGC 6357 is well different from NGC 6334. Its global kinematics suggests it is more turbulent than NGC 6334. In parallel, the large scale, patchy and filamentary, and kinematically complex Hα emission located to the north suggests that a previous energetic event (such as strong wind, jets or supernova) could have occurred. This is also strongly suggested by the lack of infrared counterpart.
The ionized gas is dominated by the influence of the stellar cluster Pismis 24 that hosts stars of O3 type (Massey et al. 2001) , which have shaped the large cavity well known as CS 61 (Churchwell et al. 2007 ). Two radio sources (G353.19+0.90 and G353.19+0.84) The B2 III spectral type of the probable exciting star HD319788 (Crampton 1971) suggests that this region is more evolved.
H ii 353.08+0.28 exhibits a semi-ring morphology and could be wind-dominated as noted in Sect. 5.4, while H ii 353.09+0.63 has a shell-like kinematic and is excited by the stellar cluster AH03J1726-34.4 (Dias et al. 2002) . It also exhibits three compact radio sources on its edge that could have been triggered by its expansion. Inversely, H ii 353.42+0.45 has a regular morphology and a radio spectral index that is in agreement with thermal emission. The exciting star of this region has been identified by Gvaramadze et al. (2011) as a run-away star that was expelled from the cluster AH03J1726-34.4.
Two other regions, G353.308+0.069 and G353.160+1.042, are classified by Gvaramadze et al. (2011) as run-away stars. G353.308+0.069 is identified by Gvaramadze et al. (2011) as a run-away star that has been expelled from the cluster Pismis 24. Its Hα velocity of −6 km s −1 confirms that it belongs to NGC 6357. G353.160+1.042 corresponds to a strong Hα emission with velocity of −11 km s −1 . It has a faint but clear slightly extended radio counterpart. Because it is located within a strong, larger scale Hα emission, it is difficult to distinguish it, but at 8 μm a faint rim and few small filaments surrounding a compact source can be detected, as displayed in Fig. 11 of Gvaramadze et al. (2011) .
The final noticeable Hα features are the medium-scale filaments seen in Fig. 3 (Fields F4 and F2 ). Assuming they trace a circular morphology, they may delineate a large circular structure of 30 arcmin diameter centred on l, b = 353.343
• , +0.288
• (17h27m38s, −34 • 23 31 ), but with no infrared counterpart it could be an old and diluted supernova remnant. From this perspective, the regions H ii 353.42+0.45 and H ii 353.08+0.28 would be located on its edge, which suggests a possible link.
Conclusions and perspectives
Combining multiwavelength information with Hα kinematics, we obtained the following results:
1. We clarified the nature of the radio sources, showing that they are thermal H ii regions or compact H ii regions with possible interacting wind. In particular, the compact radio sources located along the NGC 6334 cold dust ridge exhibit a negative spectral index, which can be interpreted as being due to colliding wind interaction.
2. We determined the nature of the optical H ii regions: GUM 61 is an expanding shell-like H ii region, GUM 64b exhibits a champagne flow, GM1-24 seems to be the 3. Thanks to their bow-shock features, two new probable running away stars were detected towards the north-east end of the NGC 6334 ridge. We anticipate that ESA-Gaia observations will help us to clarify the motion of these stars. Notes.
The V sys is either the radio-recombination line (Anderson et al. 2011; Caswell & Haynes 1987) or the Hα velocity. Column 5 gives the mean spectral index. The spectral index calculated between 8.35 GHz and 14.35 GHz by Langston et al. (2000) is given into parenthesis. Column 6 gives the other region's name and/or the galactic coordinates of the optical counterpart of the radio region. Column 11 gives 8 μm notes for optical H ii regions only.
The regions G353.13+0.65, G353.10+0.60 and G353.09+0.66 are compact radio sources on the border of the larger and optically visible region G353.08+0.63.
This region exhibits a spectral index varying from −1 to +1 from place to place.
4. NGC 6357 shows a more complex kinematics than NGC 6334. Conversely, NGC 6334 shows more active starformation (as traced by the numerous compact H ii regions we can detect) than NGC 6357.
The next step is to compare our results with the distribution and the characteristics of the dense and massive cores/clumps that have been detected in the sub-millimetre and far-infrared from the ATLASGAL (Schuller et al. 2009 ) and Herschel-HOBYS surveys (e.g. Tigé et al., in prep.) . 
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